FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
NJCEC and ONS Digital signs a 4-year Contract for Services
NJCEC to completely overhaul their Wired and Wireless Service

Edison, NJ (March 21th, 2019) The New Jersey Convention and Exposition Center (NJCEC) and ONS Digital have partnered on a
brand-new Wireless and Wired infrastructure for the Events in Edison, NJ. ONS Digital has committed to rebuild all the internet
hardware and software which includes 20 new cloud managed access points, redundant firewalls and data lines run throughout the
150,000 square foot building. This will give the NJCEC clients and their vendors better access and reliability at their events.

The partnership includes a cost-effective option for Show Promoters to either blanket the WIFI for their vendors and sponsors on a
password protected network, or offer their vendors a lower per day WIFI, that ranges from $8 for 4 hours to $50 for 96 hours. The
overall goal of both companies is to supply our clients with advanced technological options, and a better customer service experience.
The partnership officially goes into effect on April 17 th, 2019.

ONS Digital has been a great partner since June 2018 with their innovative Social Wall which has been used to increase shows’ social
media presence on Titter and Instagram.” Said Tricia Coyle, Event Manager of the New Jersey Convention Center. “One of the main
objectives of the new partnership is to give Show promoters and Vendors a more cost effective and dependable internet experience at
our building.”

ONS Digital has integrated a Digital Social Media platform for NJCEC events since last summer. Due to the great success of this
project, this new partnership seemed like a perfect fit.” Said Duncan Goodwin owner of ONS Digital. “ONS has worked directly with the
shows to make sure the digital wall fits exactly what they are looking for; whether it may be to enhance guests experience or promote
vendor advertising. We are confident we can do the same with the wired and wireless services that we are going to provide to the Show
Promoters.”

ONS Digital was founded in 1985 in Cherry Hill, NJ. They currently maintain offices in Cherry Hill NJ, Morristown, NJ, and Richmond,
VA. and services customers in New York, New Jersey, Philadelphia, Washington DC and central Virginia. ONS has been an IT Service
company for over 30 years and have serviced customers ranging from Fortune 50 Companies to small business. As a leading provider
of IT Services, Digital Signage, and Custom Network Configurations ONS Digital is uniquely poised at the forefront of technology to
bring its customers the next generation of IT.

The New Jersey Convention and Exposition Center (NJCEC) is situated in Edison, NJ, in the heart of one of the nation’s fastest
growing and most affluent geographic regions. The NJCEC has more than 135,000 square feet of exhibit space and 15,000 Square
foot conference center. We offer show promoters a venue to showcase their event by making our building a blank canvas for both
public and private events. Every year we keep progressing and making strides in show, technology, and vendor capabilities. We strive
to be the best our clients work with and doing all we can to make their show a success.
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